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Units in irregular elementary abelian group rings 
Klaus Hoechsmann 
Abstract: If P is a regular prime and A an elementary 
abelian p-group, every unit in the integral group ring of A is 
a product of units coming from cyclic subgroups of A. If P 
is irregular, there is always a shortfall described by a finite 
abelian p-group. The shape of the latter depends on a con-
jecture about global versus local cyclotomic units which has 
been verified for p < 10,000. 
Key words: Units, group rings, irregular primes, cyclo-
tomic units. 
1. Introduction 
If somebody asked how an otherwise sane person could expend so much time and 
energy on the arithmetic of finite group rings, and (yawn!) commutative ones at 
that, the answer would have to be: by sheer stubbornness. In this paper, we shall 
revisit the initial context - elementary abelian p-groups, where the tale to be 
told is relatively simple. It started in late '83, when Sudarshan - on a short leave 
from the Alberta snow - proposed that we try to find an explicit formula for the 
units in the group ring ~A of an abelian group A = (x, y) with xP = yp = 1, 
where p is an odd prime - for starters, take p = 5. 
A simple question, good fun for a week-end. Such an A (a plane over lF'p) has 
exactly p + 1 cyclic subgroups of order p, and if their units are known (which 
is certainly true for p = 5) it should be just a matter of fitting them together. 
Sudarshan reached into his back of tricks [Se] and filled me in on basic facts, such 
as Higman's result (the only torsion units are ±A) and the canonical split: 
U~A = ±A x Ui"?ZA, (1.1) 
where the subscript 1 means the coeflicient sum ("augmentation") being = 1, and 
the superscript + means staying fixed under the involution coming from Z f-+ Z-1 
(z E A). Therefore Ut~A was a torsion free abelian group ("lattice") whose rank 
was known - via Dirichlet and Wedderburn - to equal (p + 1) (p - 3) /2; Le. = 6 
for p = 5. 
Sudarshan was not teasing me: he really did want to know a basis for Ut~A. 
He knew that ut~c for the cyclic group C = (z) of order 5 was generated by 
the single unit w(z) = z - 1 + Z-1, and therefore had a natural candidate for 
the desired basis, namely {W(Zi) I O ~ i ~ 5}, where (Zi) = Ci ranges over the 
non-trivial cyclic subgroups of A. Thus, the problem was to prove the bijectivity 
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of the máp 
Q: II ut7/,C -t Ut7/,A, (1.2) 
CÇA 
where C runs over the non-trivial cyclic subgroups of A, and the product is direct. 
By counting ranks, we concluded that surjectivity - i.e., trivial cokernel - was 
sufficient. We quickly brought in the complementary map, a slightly modified 
Wedderburn, namely 
í3 : ut 7/,A -t II ut 7/,K , (1.3) 
K 
where K runs over the cyclic Jacto r groups of A. Source and target of the com-
posite "( = í3 o Q are obviolJsly isomorphic, and can be made identical by means of 
a non-degenerate pairing on A. Hence "( can be represented by a 6-by-6 matrix, 
whose determinant would teU us the size of the cokernel of "(. We laboured to get 
the matrix right and finally computed the determinant, which turned out to be 
125. In the next case, p = 7, the components ut'li,C would be lattices of rank 
2, and the entries of the matrix representing "( would have to endomorphism of 
these lattices. We tried to make some headway - in vain: no clear idea about "(, 
much less about Q. That was the week-end's work. 
This narrative will soon have to move into a higher gear, but before it does, let 
us review the very simple make-up of U1'li,C for C of order p. The isomorphism 
<QC ~ <Q x <Q[(], where ( is a non-trivial pth root of unity, clearly takes 'li,C into 
'li, x 'li,[(], but not onto it. To come from 'li,C, a pair (a) x (Co+Cl( + .. '+Cp_l(p-l) 
must be IF p-compatible, that is, L:i Ci (which is defined only modulo p) must 
agree with a in IF p. This condition is also sufficient: since 1 + ( + ... + (P-l = 
O, the coefficient sum can be modified · by any multiple of p without changing 
Co + Cl ( + ... + Cp-l (p-l . In other words, '!lC is the fibre-product (in the obvious 
sense) of'li, and 7/,[(] over IF p' Units inherit this property: if each component of an 
element in a fibre-product has an inverse, so does the element itself. In particular, 
UI 'li,C can be seen as the kernel of the map U7/,[ (] -t ]F; given by the coefficient 
sumo Since our main interest is in "real units" , we shall restate this more formally 
for them: 
(1.4) 
is a short exact sequence. This is no great adjustment, as the transition from 
U1'li,C to ut'li,C is just the projection onto the second factor in (1.1); i.e., mod-
ification by elements of C. We shall soon relate it another short exact sequence, 
namely 
(1.5) 
where G = Aut(C) = ]F;. For any finite G, the ideal fl.'li,G is the kernel of the 
augmentation map 7/,G -t 7/" and in the abelian case, e : L: a". (a - 1) t-+ TI aa" 
defines a homomorphism from fl.'li,G (additive) onto G, a kind of poor man's 
exponential map, whose kernel is the square of fl.'li,G. 
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We map (1.5) into (1.4) in two steps: tl7lG ---+ U7l[(]---+ U+7l[(], the second 
being the projection onto the second factor in «() x U+7l[(], the analogue of (1.1), 
while the first associates to every generator (a -1) of tl7lG the unit (( _1)""-1 = 
((O' _ 1)/(( - 1). Altogether we have a G-homomorphism u+ : tl7lG ---+ U+7l[(] 
whose image U$~[(] is known as the group of real cyclotomic units. 
To see that this yields a morphism of exact sequences, note that u+(a - 1) = 
(G(I + ( + ... + (C-I) with a suitable a, and with c such that a : ( f-t (c. Its 
image in IF; is therefore c, the same as e(a - 1) = a in light disguise. In other 
words, u+ is compatible with the natural identifcation G ---+ lF';. It follows that 
the only real cyclotomic units which can be lifted to U7lC are those coming from 
tl271G. Since tl2~G is generated by products (ab - I)(ac - 1), corresponding 
to automorphisms z f-t zb and z f-t zC, the image group U?~C is generated by 
elements of the form 
1 + ZC + .. . + zc(b-l} 
= za , 1 + z + ... + zb-l w(b, c, z) (1.6) 
again with a suitably (but uniquely) chosen. If b = 2 and k = (c - 1)/2 = -a, 
this comes out as the symmetric alternating sum of c terms Z-k - z-k+l + ... -
zk-l + zk = w(2, c, z). 
By one of the miraculous theorems of number theory, the index of U$71[(] in 
U+~[(] is the class number ht of the real quadratic field <Q[( + (-1]. Though 
difficult to compute, it seems to be = 1 in many cases (cf. [Wa; p. 420]). However, 
its very finiteness is comforting: it ensures that U$71[(] has the full rank of 
U+71[(], namely (p - 3)/2, and ditto for U$71C and U+71C (which are separated 
by the same index). Since G acts on U+~[(] via H = lF'; /{±I}, we can tighten 
up the map from (1.5) to (1.4) to a pair of surjections 
(1.7) 
which, for reasons of equal rank, are isomorphisms. In fact, the cyclotomic units 
are the only easily computable ones, and luckily their index ht in ut71C seems 
to be always prime to p. This conjecture is attributed to Kummer or to Vandiver 
by different people and is being verified for ever larger primes p. Cyclotomic units 
ean be defined for any A as forming the prc-image of their cousins under 13. The 
reader ofthese pages has the choice of either believing in Vandiver (at least for the 
prime in question) or reading U$ wherever we write U+. Leaving that question 
open is one of the reasons for the outlandish notation involving cI>, et aI. The 
seeond reason is a notational clarity whieh also emphasises the purely functorial 
nature of some of our arguments. 
Now back to the narrative. After several months of sporadic communication (c-
mail was yet in its infancy) we knew that the index of'Y = 13 o Q - cf. (1.2) and 
(1.3) above - was pN, with 4N = n (p - 3) (1 + P + ... + pn), where n + 1 was 
the minimal number of generators of A. A proof of this can be gleaned from those 
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of Lemma 1 and Corollary 1 of Section 2 below, but let no one believe that we 
were working on that sim pie proof the whole time: our various initial attempts 
were very convoluted. Since f3 is injective, the cokernel of a (whose triviality we 
were hoping for) is included in that of 'Y, and hence a finite p-group. Hence we 
could involve the p-adic numbers without affecting it. This was done as indicated 
in Lemma 2 and its Corollary. Getting back from '!Lp to '!L can be done (strange 
as it may seem) by reducing both to ]F p: a non-trivial cokernel of a would still 
show up for a ® ]F p; but over a field injective is also surjective, hence all is well 
modulo a little proviso: 
(U+'!LC)P ----t U+'!LC --). U+]F C 1 l ' 1 P (1.8) 
must be exact. As we all know, this is characteristic of regular primes ("Kummer's 
Lemma"), and so we [HS] had the desired bijectivity of a in the regular case. 
Was regularity necessary or just a by-product of this proof? It turned out to be 
necessary. In [H2] the ]F p-dimension of coker( a) ® ]F p - the number of cycles 
in a direct decomposition - is shown to lie between (1 + P + ... + pn) 8p and 
(1 + P + .. . + pn-l) 6p , where n + 1 is again the "rank" of A, and 6p is a number 
known as the irregularity index of p. Actually, an exact but less attractive count 
involving binomial coefficients is given. Using methods of Frõhlich [Fr], the paper 
also relates the size of coker(a) to that of a certain group ofprojective ideal classes. 
All this and more - in particular, about more general A - is summarized in 
[H3]. The present paper will restrict its attention to e!ementary abelian groups, 
where life is easier and results more abundant. It will give evidence to suggest 
that coker(a) is itself elementary, in other words: coker(a) = coker(a) ® ]F P' 
2. Preliminaries. 
Let F be a field of q elernents, V the category of finite dimensional vector-spaces 
over F. Consider a functor q; : V --+ C, where C is the category of lattices, Le., 
of finitely generated torsion-free '!L-modules. Note that every object V of V is 
acted on by G = Aut(F) = FX, and so is every q;(V). We shall assume that the 
absolutely irreducible characters of q;(F) come in non-trivial reciprocal pairs. 
Let V be an (n + l)-dimensional F-space, L and H the sets of its subspaces of 
dimensions 1 and n , respectively. Consider a family of maps aI : F -T V, (I E L) 
such that im(at) = I and another family bh : V -T F, (h E H) such that ker(bh ) = 
h. Composing a = DlEL q;(al) with f3 = DhEH q;(bh), we then obtain a map 
II q;(F) -T q;(V) -T II q;(F). (2.1) 
IEL hEH 
Using any non-degenerate bilinear form <p on V, we get a bijection H -T L which 
allows us to identify the source of a with the target of f3 and to regard 'Y = f3 o a 
as an endomorphisrn of A = DlEL q;(F). G acts diagonally on this product. 
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To represent 'Y by a matrix, let Q be the set of x E V such that x = ai (1) for some 
I E L, and let R be the set of y E V such that <pC -, y) = bh for some h E H. For 
the sake of tidiness, let us make R = Q by adjusting each y by a suitable factor 
e E F; i.e. replace the map bh by ebh' On the index set Q x Q, we then get a 
matrix M whose (x,y)-entry is <p(x,y) interpreted as an endomorphism ofip(F), 
either null or some element of G. Let m be the cardinality of Q. 
Lemma 1. With V, <p, Q as above, let 11 be a non-trivial homomorphism G ~ R X 
where Ris an integral domain with (q-1) E R X • On the index set Q x Q consider 
the matrix MJ.t whose (x, y)-entry equals 11( <p(x, y)). Then, if v = 11-\ we have 
MJ.tM~ = qn Im, where superscript t means matrix-transpose. 
Proof. We must show that, for x, y E Q, 
S(x , y) = LJ.L(<p(x,z))J.L-1(<p(y,z)) =qnt5(x,y), 
zEQ 
where the t5 is Kronecker's. To prove this identity, consider the wider sum 
T(x,y) = L J.L(<p(x,v)) J.L-l(<p(y,V)) = (q -l)S(x,y), 
vEV 
the latter equality being due to the fact that each summand ofT(x,y) is left fixed 
by the change x r-t ex with e E FX. 
(1) Writing v = (u, a) with u E U = (x).l and a = <p(x, v), we get 
T(x,x) = L L J.L(a) J.L-l(a) = qn(q -1). 
uEU aEPX 
(2) For x =I- y, writing v = (u,a,b) with u E U = (x,y).l, a = <p(x,v) while 
b = <p(y, v), we get 
T(x,y) = L L J.L(a)J.L-l(b) = qn-l L J.L(a) L J.L-l(b) = o, 
uEU a,bEPX aEPX bEPX 
since J.L is non-trivial. 
Corollary 1. The cokernel of'Y has order qN for suitable N. In particular, 'Y is 
injective. 
Proof. Since 'Y is an endomorphism of the free :!l-module X = TI ip(F), the order 
of its cokernel equals I det("()I. Extending scalars to R = C, we turn X into 
a direct sum of m-dimensional C-spaces WJ.t on each of which G acts via the 
appropriate character J.L. By our assumption, characters occur in reciprocal pairs 
(J.L,v), for which the Lemma yields IdetMJ.tI·ldetM,,1 = qnm, and I det("() I is a 
product of these. 
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For F = JF p and R = 'lJ,p, all characters fL are powers of Teichmüller's T : 
G ---+ 'lJ,; , which coincides modulo p with the identification G = JF;. If fL = T d 
we shall write Md instead of Mw The reciprocal character then is T d', where 
d + d' = P -1. Now let Md = Md ® JFp denote Md with entries read modulo p. 
Lemma 2: The rank of Md equals the binomial coefficient C(n + d, n). 
Proof: Using any basis of V over JF p, the elements of Vare identified with (n + 1)-
tuples x = (xo, Xl,' .. ,xn ), and the bilinear form <p might as well be the old "dot 
product" 
n 
<p(x,y) = LXkYk, whence 
k=O 
As in Lemma 1, the index set of this square matrix is Q - a set of "projective 
points" - but again, the rank does not change if we expand it to alI of JF;+!: we 
are only adjoining multi pIes of rows and columns which are already there. Thus we 
obtain apn+! xpn+l matrix, each ofwhose rows, now labelled c = (Co,CI, ... ,cn), 
consists of all possible evaluations JF;+1 ---+ JF p of the d-form 
where T = (To,TI, ... ,Tn ). Now, since JFp has more than d elements, any poly-
nomial of degree ~ d is characterised by its evaluations (as is easily proved by 
induction on n with inhomogeneous polynomials). Hence the desired rank equals 
the dimension of the space of d-forms generated by the gc(T), thus at most that of 
the space of all d-forms; Le., the number of monomials of degree d in (n + 1) inde-
terminates, in other words, the number of j = (jo, ... ,jn) with jo + ... + jn = d. 
This number, call it h(n, d), obviously equals h(n - 1, d) + h(n, d - 1), whence by 
an easy induction h(n, d) = C(n + d, n). 
Now consider a new matrix, with rows labelled by c = (Co, cl, ... , cn) E JF;+I, 
and columns by the j = (jo, ... , jn) just described, which at (C, j) has the entry 
~o c{l ... c{n. Every column represents alI evaluations of the d-form TI/TIl . .. T~n. 
As these are linearly independent, so are the C(n+d, n) coIumns ofthe new matrix. 
Since 
gc(T) = L~°cil ... d,.n . C(d,j)Ti, 
i 
where C(d, j) = (d1/ jo1 ... jn1) and Ti = TgoTll ... T~n, the space spanned by the 
gc(T) has the maximal dimension C(n + d, n), as was to be shown. 
Corollary 2. lf {pri I i = 1, ... , m}, with rI 2:: ... 2:: r m , are the elementary 
divisors of Md in 'lJ,p, we have rI = n and rm = O. The first strict inequality ís 
n > ri+! for i = C(d' + n, n), and the last one is ri > O for m - j = C(d + n, n). 
Proof. By Lemma 2, the rank of Md ® JF p is C(d + n, n). This makes the 
last C(d + n, n) elementary divisors equal to 1, whence the last assertion of this 
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corollary. By linear algebra, there exist L, R E GLmC~p) such that LMdR = Ad 
is diagonal with the pro as non-zero entries. By Lemma 1, this implies pn A;t1 = 
R-1 M~,L -1 = Ad,. Hence, the elementary divisors of Md' are pn-r"" ~ ... ~ 
pn-r1 , whence the first assertion. 
At this point, the multiplicative language - writing A instead of V, and thinking 
ab instead of v + w - becomes more natural. We now consider two functors 
which associate with every elementary abelian p-group A a suitable 1lp-lattice: 
ipp(A) = Ut1lpA and \IIp(A) = A +1lpA. In each case, the target object is 
complete under the 1lp-topology. From [HS], we obtain the next lemma. 
Lemma 3. There is a natural isomorphism log: Ut1lpA --+ A+1lpA defined by 
the usual power series for log(l + J) with J E A+1lpA. 
Note: Without the superscript + in the definitions of ipp and \11 p the lemma is false. 
(For a, b E A not in the same cyclic subgroup, the equation log(ab) = log(a)+log(b) 
is clearly impossible.) 
The trick is to prove this lemma first for A = C of order p. Since A+1lpC is 
generated by terms like (1- x) + (1- x-1 ) = -x-1(1- X)2, it lies in (A1lpC( 
This makes the exp-series converge (the log-series is no problem) and the exp-
log mechanism function in the usual manner. That leads to the two vertical 
isomorphisms in the following diagram 
(2.2) 
in which C and K run over alI cyclic subgroups and factor-groups, respectively. 
The injectivity of the middle vertical arrow now follows from that of the upper 
right (3p, which is a form of the Wedderburn decomposition. Surjectivity follows 
from the fact that the lower left arrow is bijective, since different C' s intersect 
only in the neutral elemento The following is a by-product. 
Corollary 3: The natural map Ctp : ne ut1lpC --+ Ut1lpA is bijective. 
Our third and last lemma concerns the subring n~ 1lC of ne 1lC consisting of 
those m-tuples in which all components have the same augmentation. 
Lemma 4: The following diagram is a pull-back of rings, 
1lA ..f!....t n~ 1lK 
-l. -l. (2.3) 
1lpA ~ nK 1lpK . 
Proof: Any f = LaEA f(a) a E <QA, where A ís any finite abelian group, can be 
reconstructed from its Wedderburn components x(f) by the usual trick, 
IAI f(a) = L Trx [x(a- 1 ) x(f)] , (2.4) 
x 
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of equating two evaluations of the regular character on 
a-I I = I(a) . 1 + L I(ax)x . 
x#1 
Now let A be elementary abelian of order pn+l. Apart from the trivial character 
XO, there are m = (1 + P + ... + pn) characters X, each factoring over a cyclic 
group Kx = A/ker(x)· For I E QA, and some fixed X :f. Xo, let 9 denote the 
image of I in QKx' Since X and XO are the only rational characters on Kx, the 
formula yields 
(2.5) 
for every c E Kx, which is, of course, the image ax E Kx for some a E A. 
Substituting this result into the formula (2.4), we get 
IAI I(a) = xo(f) + L [plx(ax) - xo(f)] , 
x#xo 
where we have written Ix instead of g. Grouping together the terms Xo(f) and 
dividing by p, we finally have 
pn I(a) = -(1 + p + ... + pn-l) xo(f) + L Ix(ax), (2.6) 
x#xo 
for any I E QA. Remember that, given a set {Ix E 7lKx} of cyclic group-ring 
elements with a common augmentation, the Wedderburn isomorphism ensures the 
existence of a unique I E QA such that (3(f) = {Ix} E TI'71Kx , the product 
running over X :f. Xo· This I will be in 7lA if and only if the right hand si de of 
(2.6) is always in pn 71. Equation (2.6) shows this to be the case, if I is known to 
be in ZlpA. This proves the lemma. 
If Ix E U1 'llKx for each X, the resulting I E 7lA will also be in UIZlA since it is 
invertible in the maximal order of QA (cf. [RS, Proposition 3]). We conclude 
Corollary 4: The following diagram is a pull-back 
TIK UI ZlK 
-l-
TIK U1 ZlpK. 
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3. The Main Results. 
With A, C, K having the same meanings as in Section 2, consider the following 
diagram of ~pG-modules : 
(3.1) 
fIe <PpC ~ <ppA !:; fIK <ppK , 
where <ppA stands for Ut~pA, while <pA could denote either Ut~A or U?ZA. 
Originally, <pA is a ~-lattice, but the "hat" over it means ®Zp or equivalently -
since the Ã are inclusions induced by 'lJ, '-+ 'lJ,p - the topological closure in <ppA. 
In fact, alI arrows represent injections, the upper horizontal ones by Corollary 1, 
for instance. We could invoke Wedderburn for the injectivity of f3p and point to 
the bijectivity of a p obtained in Corollary 3. 
The commutative square on the right of (3.1) is a pull-back on account of Corollary 
4. Actually, the latter applies to <pA, not ~A. To see that it carries over, think 
of f3p and Ã as inclusions. Then, in fIK <ppK, we have 
<pA = <ppA n II <pK ==> (3.2) 
K 
because <ppA is closed and open. This is just a simple generality about subsets E 
and F of a topological space: if E is closed and open, the closure of E n F equals 
EnF. 
The object of interest in this section is the cokernel of a. Actually, it is â: which 
is shown in (3.1), but since the cokernel of the unadorned a is a finite p-group, 
it will not be distorted by this shift to the completions. Continuing to work in 
fIK <ppK, we have: 
Ãf3(~A) = ,p(II <ppC) n II Ã(cI>C) , (3.3) 
e e 
where the C's and K's have been identified (as usual) by means of a bilinear form 
on A. The cokernel of a can be computed as 
coker(a) = im(3jim, ~ imÃf3/imÃ, = imÃf3/im'pÃ. (3.4) 
Using (3.3) and (3.4), we now get 
coker(a) ~ ,p(Xp) n AÃ(X) , 
,pÃ(X) (3.5) 
where X and X p stand for the direct products of the ~C and <PpC, respectively. 
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Remember that <I>A and <J?pA are completely reducible 7lpG-modules, and 
so, of course, are <I>C and <J?pC. In fact, each irreducible submodule of the latter 
two is just a rank-one 7lp on which G acts via one of the even powers of the 
Teichmüller character T : G -+ 7l;. The restriction Àd : (<I>C)d --t (<J?pC)d is just 
multiplication with some 8d E 7lp-
Going back to the context of Corollary 2, remember the dth slice Md of the 
matrix representing IP seen as an endomorphism of TIe <J?pC, and let C(Md) ç 
(71p )m denote the 7lp-submodule spanned by the columns of Md. The dth slice 
of (3.5) then looks like 
(3.6) 
As in Corollary 2, left and right multiplication by Gaussian matrices turns Md 
into a diagonal matrix .6.d , with diagonal entries pr1 ~ ••• ~ prm, say. Putting 
ordp(8d) = td and /-li = max(ri,td), we note that pri71pn9d71p = pl-'i 71p, and 
therefore 
If r i ~ td, then /-li = ri and pl-'i 7lp / ptd+ri 7lp := 7l / ptd 7l. On the other hand, if 
ri < td then J.Li = td, and plJi71p/ptd+ri71p:= 7l/pri 71. We therefore have 
If p is regular at d, then td = O, this yields a trivial cokernei, as expected. 
Theorelll 1: The following are equivalent: 
(3.8) 
(i) For every elementary abelian p-group, the cokernel of ad is elementary abeli-
ano 
(ii) For the elementary abelian group of arder p3, the cokernel of ad is elementary 
abeliano 
(iii) The cokernel of Àd : (<I>C)d --t( <J?pC)d has order less than p. 
Proof: Condition (iii) means that td = ordp(9d) is at most 1, and in that case, 
(3.8) shows that the coker(ad) is elementary abelian for any A. By Corollary 2, 
the first C(d' + n, n) exponents Ti are equal to pn. Thus, if n = 2 (i.e. A of order 
p3), the cokernel would not be elementary abelian, unless these initial p2,S where 
cut off by td being less than 2. 
Proposition 1: For td to be less than two, it is sufficient that log (Àdw(a,b,x») 
lies outside p2 71p for some a, b E 7l. Given a, b E 7l, this is also necessary, unless 
(ad - l)(bd - 1) E p71. 
Proo!- The first statement is clearly true for any u E Ui71c: if log (Àd(U») lies 
outside p2 71p, the ideal it generates is p71p or 7lp. 
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For the second statement, recali that the 7lH-isomorphism w : tl2 H ~ 
U? 7lC, mentioned in the Introduction: links (O" ~ - 1) (O"b - 1) to w( a, b, x). If we 
wish to know whether the projection I1>(C) --+ I1>(C)d ~ 7lp takes w(a, b, x) to a 
unit, we can check the image of (O" a -1) (O"b -1) under the corresponding projection 
7lp C!9 tl2 (H) --+ 7lp - which is nothing but our ring homomorphism r d • Now we 
finish the argument by pointing out that (rd(a) - 1) (rd(b) - 1) is congruent to 
(ad - l)bd - 1) modulo p. 
4. Calculation and Conjecture. 
This section will deal with the logarithm of >.(w(2,3,x») = (x- I - 1 + x) = 
1+ (x- I - 2+x). With c5(x) = x-I -2+x = x- 1 (1-x)2, whose conjugates c5(xj ) 
obviously generate tl+'llC, we therefore have w(2,3,x) = 1 + c5(x). Working in 
'llp modulo p2, we easily see (leaving out the fastidious >') that 
p 
10gw(2,3,x) = L(-1)n-1c5(x)njn (4.1) 
n=1 
with no further terms, because 8(x)P == O modulo p2. To compute the terms of 
this sum, we note that x-n(l - x)2n equals 
(4.2) 
The first of these sums extends over ali of the 2nth line of Pascal's triangle, the 
second one - after putting i + j = n and grouping x-j with -xi - catches only 
the part to the left of the middle term, which gets gobbled up in the process, since 
the result must lie in tlC. The right hand side can be interpreted as the result of 
the 7lp G-element 
An = t( _l)n-j (n 2~ .) ai 
j=1 J 
(4.3) 
acting on c5 (x) E tl + 'llpC, w here O" i denotes the automorphism x f-t x j , for 
1 ~ j ~ p - 1, and O"p = O since 8(xP ) = O. Altogether we now have 
p (_l)n 




This makes sense even for n = p, because p divides the relevant binomial coeffi-
cients. 
Now remember that tl +'llpC splits into rank-one pieces (tl +71pC)d, with 2 ~ d = 
2k ~ (p -1) corresponding to one of the characters of H, i.e., the even characters 
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of G. These are the even powers r 2k of the Teichmüller character r : G ----+ 7l; , 
which is the unique extension of the identification G ----+ ]F;. We therefore have 
(4.5) 
with the understanding that r(p) = O. Since we are ultimately interested in doing 
this calculation modulo p2, that is, in the ring 7l~2) = 7l/p27l, it behooves us to 
note that r : G ----+ (7l~2)) x takes the form ai M jP. 
Instead of directly applying this to (4.5), we first prepare the ground for an elemen-
tary lemma by writing jpd = Fd(j) + Gd(j), whose two components are obtained 
by raising jP = j + (jP - j) to the dth power, getting 
and 
For the elegant proof of the following lemma, we are indebted to Joel Friedman 
ofUBC. 
Lemma 5: Let t < 2n be a positive, even integer. Then 
f)-l)i(n ~ .) jt = O. 
j=1 J 
(4.7) 
Proa!: On the ring 7l[X] of polynomials, consider the shift operator S : !(X) H-
!(X - 1) as well as the identity operator 1. Since (1 - S) decapitates monomials, 
it lowers the degree of any polynomial . . Therefore (I - S)2n xt must vanish. 
Expanding (1 - S)2n and noting that Si maps X to X - i yields the result by 
setting X = n, and j = n - i. In principIe, the sum runs from i = O to i = 2n, 
that is, j from n to -n, but the even parity of t gives the same result on both 
sides of the middle in Pascal's 2nth line, for instance O ::; i < n, i.e., O < j ::; n. 
Done. 
With r(j)d = Fd(j) + Gd(j) substituted in (4.5), the first summand will now 
vanish identically by the lemma, as long as d < 2n - (p - 1), while the second 
obviously vanishes modulo p2 for alI j < p, and yields an intelligible result for 
j =p. 
Proposition 2: Let s = (p-1+d)/2. For the equivalent conditions 01 Theorem 1 
to be satisfied, it is sufficient that 
in 7lp • This is also necessary, unless (2d - 1)(3d - 1) E p7l. 
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Proo/: We shall prove 7 d (An/n) vanishes in ~12) for any positive n ~ p and even 
d such that 2 < d < 2n - (p - 1). Since Fd(j) as defined in (4.6) has degree 
d + (p - 1), Lemma 5 ensures that 
~ ~(_1)n-j ( 2n .) jpd = ~ ~(_I)n-j ( 2n .) Gd(j) (4.8) 
n Lt n-J n~ n-J 
J=1 ]=1 
because the analogous sum with Fd(j) is zero even in <Q. Now for n < p, the right 
hand side of (4.8) lies in p2~p, because this is obviouly true for every Gd(j)· 
The case n = p is more delicate. First a minor adjustment: since 7 d (P) = O, 
the left hand side of (4.8) is not quite the same as 7 d(Ap/p), but the difference 
(namely ppd-1) is irrelevant. On the right, we now have 
(4.9) 
For j =I- p, the first of these factors is certainly in ~, and the second vanishes 
modulo p2. The obstruction to vanishing in ~12) is therefore the summand corre-
sponding to j = p, to wit: 
(4.10) 
which occurs only for d = 2, where it takes on the value p. This finishes the proof. 
The expression displayed in Proposition 2 was computed for alI irregular primes 
p < 10,000 and their "bad" indices d. It always vanished modulo p (irrégularité 
oblige) but never modulo p2. This suggests a conjecture, namely that 
i/ A is an elementary abelian p-group, so is coker(a), 
and raises a question: are there secret treaties between irregular pairs (p, d), which 
prohibit p from dividing (2d - I)(3d - 1) ? 
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